the historical significance of Tokaido, the major traffic artery during the Edo era, and its important checkpoint, Hakone, on the way to Tokyo. Further, while Havens described the heavy pressure Ekiden runners experience, such pressure could have been also analyzed in relation to the group-oriented culture of Japan. The concept of making an individual sport into a group competition, that is, relays, by visibly connecting each runner by the sash they transfer in lieu of a baton and thus carrying their collective energy and spirit to the finish line, reflects Japan's group-oriented cultural traits as well as history of Hikyaku (courier) systems, which many Japanese people today believe is the origin of the concept of Ekiden.
There is a growing push among Americans to escape our daily routines and experience a different type of lifestyle. Minimalism and connecting with nature are two proposed methods for doing this. Perhaps these are two of the forces behind the surging popularity of cyclotourism. From one-day century rides to organized week-long tours to cross-country treks, more and more people are finding joy in the simplicity of the bicycle.
This text follows the travels of one of the first documented cyclotourists, George B. Thayer. Nearly 125 years ago, atop his high-wheeled Columbia Expert, Thayer developed a passion for exploring. Day trips turned into multiday and eventually week-long trips, until he decided on the adventure of a lifetime: travel from the Atlantic to the Pacific. To fund his journey, Thayer relayed tales from his journey back to the Hartford Evening Post. These journalistic reports provide one of the earliest first-person accounts of such an adventure.
The reader, cyclist and noncyclist alike, will be not only intrigued but also inspired by Thayer's expedition. With all the requirements of his day-to-day existence fitting into a knapsack on his back, Thayer found much joy in exploring unplanned routes and commiserating with locals. When a town particularly caught his attention, he found no harm in delaying his travels and spending a few extra days getting to know it. Moreover, no invitation was refused when a member of the local League of American Wheelmen section invited him to explore a nearby destination. Such a carefree attitude toward living in the moment and an honest belief in the goodness of others are two things every reader of this book will enjoy. Volume 43, Number 2 Though the main tale of this text is the ride across America, the reader is treated to "the rest" of George's life story as well, including more cycling adventures in destinations near and far. Canada and several European countries revealed the same local hospitality found in rural America. How cycling changed Thayer's approach to life becomes clearer upon his return to everyday life. This serves to further the text's promotion of cycling touring. There is little in this book that dissuades someone from wanting to explore via bicycle. The reader wants to hop aboard her bike and set out exploring.
All readers will find this book entertaining and educational. George Thayer's touring is described in the context of the time, with appropriate historical references throughout. Thus, it could serve as a reference to late-nineteeth-century cycling. Where it lacks an academic feel, the author does provide a significant number of references to more thorough research pieces. Not only are the descriptions of Thayer's travels vividly painted, but the personalities of Thayer and those he encounters along his journey are also described in detail. Lastly, though it is nonfiction, it holds one's attention. Simply put, it is a fine read.
- In 2011, Ultimate Fight Championship (UFC) president Dana White famously stated that women would never compete in the UFC-the world's most successful mixed martial arts organization. Three years later, the first UFC women's champion, bantamweight Ronda Rousey, won while headlining UFC 157. On November 15, 2015, in Melbourne, Australia, Rousey, whom ESPN named the greatest female athlete in history (beating out Serena Williams), headed undefeated into UFC 193 to face former world champion boxer Holly Holm. It was the most attended UFC event in the organization's twenty-two-year history and the first time two female fights were the main and comain event. Rousey, though heavily favored to defeat Holm, lost for the first time in a mixed martial arts event.
As the UFC webpage announced on October 29, 2015, "There is a revolution happening in the sporting world right now and it has been televised." Indeed, as L. A. Jennings, author of She's a Knockout! A History of Women in Fighting Sports, acknowledges, mixed martial arts "has been a conduit of change for female fighters" (xv). Given this backdrop, the timeliness of this book could not be better. Jennings, in addition to being a mixed martial artist, is a coach and gym owner, holds a doctorate in literary studies, and continues to write about female fighters on websites such as Fightland. Her book focuses on the rich and storied history of women in fighting sports, including striking (boxing, kickboxing, Muay Thai, and so forth), grappling (freestyle and Greco-Roman wrestling, jiu-jitsu, judo, among others), and mixed martial arts (MMA).
The five chapters primarily rely on newspaper and popular press sources and include photographs of some of the most significant pioneers. As Jennings explains, " [T] his book
